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Abstract. The agent-based approach has been successfully used in the
past years to model and simulate complex systems. We use this approach
on a honeybee colony in a Dadant hive, where several tens of thousands
of bees interact, in order to evaluate the impact of local actions at the
bee-level (such as beekeeping practices) on the global system. In this
article, we focus on the foraging activity, its recruitment mechanisms
and the behaviour of foraging bees, and how these bees interact with the
hive's environment, greatly di�erent in scale. We present a customizable,
agent-compliant module called the Ecosystem Module, that aims at mo-
delling and simulating the foraging, according to the local weather and
the surrounding nectar sources. First results back up our model, showing
that these recruitment mechanisms lead to a self-organizing process of
the best available sources' selection by the agents.

1 Introduction

Complex systems are commonly referred to �systems in which large networks
of components with no central control and simple rules of operation give rise to
complex collective behaviour� [10]. The agent-based approach, because it focuses
on the individual to obtain the overall behaviour by emergence, is particularly
suited to model and simulate complex systems (e.g. [8, 3] in the past few years).

A honeybee colony, where several tens of thousands of honeybees interact and
live together, is a great example of complex system. Indeed, one of the notable
characteristics of Apis mellifera L., used in beekeeping, and Apis bee species, is
that they live in colonies based on eusocial behaviour patterns [20]. This social
organisation depends on the multiple interactions (e.g. pheromones [18], nutri-
tion, communication) occurring between specialized individuals (forager, nurse,
builder, etc.) of di�erent casts and ages. From these interactions, complex phe-
nomena thus emerge at the system-level (the colony) allowing its self-regulation
and self-adaptation, including but not limited to:
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� Changing roles depending on the needs of the colony [5];

� Thermoregulation and ventilation [17] and formation of the brood nest [6];

� Selection of the best available nectar sources [16, 7].

Our undertaking is to model these phenomena to simulate a honeybee co-
lony. The objective is twofold. First, we aim at allowing direct interactions with
bees via a 3D simulation, for two di�erent uses: an educational use (e.g. to learn
good beekeeping practices), and a scienti�c use, to evaluate ecological pheno-
mena (parasites, virus) and anthropogenic factors. Second, investigating these
phenomena may lead to identify the core mechanisms behind them, which, from
an engineer's point of view, could help to resolve similar issues in other �elds.
For example, the bees' ability to detect high pro�table sources and quickly ex-
ploit them before they fade is very e�cient, and could inspire new organisation
methods in (critic) resource allocation problems.

Some of these phenomena may be described at the colony-level by using di�e-
rential equations and by not considering bees as individuals [1, 12, 11]. However,
in order to investigate these phenomena and to allow interactions with bees, a
bottom-up approach is required to deduce the e�ects of these micro actions in
the short and long run on the colony. Discovering, formalizing and modelling the
links between individuals (micro-level) and the behaviour of the system (macro-
level) remain a major issue in complex systems. Population models, because
they focus on the macro-level, do not take into account the micro-level and its
existing links with the macro [4]. We thus choose to model the honeybee colony
following an agent-based approach, where the honeybee is an agent, described
by its biological cycle, behaviour, and its interactions with its environment.

We present in this article an agent-based model of foraging bees, and how
their interactions and recruitment lead to the selection of the best nectar sources
in the surroundings of the colony. Focusing on the hive to allow local actions,
such as the removal of a frame, a beekeepers practice, makes the hive the obvious
agents' environment, with the need to de�ne a high-resolution behaviour for the
bees within the hive. However, foraging bees go outside the hive to bring back
resources (nectar, pollen, water), within a range of approximately 10 km [14],
for an area of 314 km2. There is thus great di�erences in granularity and scale
between the hive (usually 38 x 45 x 31 cm) and the outside environment, making
the connection between the two environments di�cult.

We tackle this issue by designing an Ecosystem Module. This customizable
module is compliant with an agent-based simulation: Forager Agents, described
in section 4, interact with this module which rests upon the local weather, the
days' length, and the surrounding pollen and nectar sources (see section 3) to
simulate the outside trip and bring back resources according to probabilities
deduced, adapted or borrowed from previous models in literature.

In the next section, we take a look at some important related works on agent-
based simulations of honeybee foraging and recruitment. Preliminary results of
experiments conducted under the conditions (weather, sources) of the last three
years in Brest (Bretagne, France) with our agent based-model and the Ecosystem



Module are presented and discussed in section 5. Finally, we conclude and outline
the perspectives of this work in section 6.

2 Agent-Based Models of Foraging and Recruitment

As stated by previous works [13, 15], recruitment is the cornerstone of a self-
organization process that leads foraging bees to select the more pro�table sources
in the hive's surroundings. Among foraging bees, the scouts are basically explo-
rers, going outside the hive to discover nectar and pollen sources, forage, and
communicate their location and pro�tability (the waggle dance) to unemployed
bees, waiting for to be recruited, when coming back at the hive. Surprisingly,
the scouts represent a small proportion of the foraging force (around 10% [14]);
and they can only convey the information to a small number of bees, recruiting
0.8 bees on average at each dance [7]. Seeley [14] also noticed that the colony's
resources stock leads foraging bees to scout more often and to accept more easily
a less pro�table source when it is low. It is still unclear however how the stock's
state is assessed by the bees, although local perceptions may play a role.

Most of agent-based models focusing on foraging are independent models
built to investigate precise biological questions [7, 19]. For example, Dornhaus
et al. [7] conducted an experiment based on their model, aiming at quantifying
the bene�ts of recruitment according to the size of the colony and the sources
quality. This model introduces some interesting probabilities, adapted in our
model, and a �rst line of approach for the forager agent's behaviour. However,
in most cases, these models can hardly be integrated with a model of the colony
in the hive because of the di�erence between the models' time and spatial scales.

On the other hand, a few agent-based models interact with other models
in order to simulate the entire colony. In Beehave [1], the agent-based model,
dedicated to the foraging activity, interacts with two other population-based
modules simulating the life of the colony and the propagation of the parasite
Varroa destructor in the colony. The agent-based model includes a spatially
explicit landscape that the forager agents explore and on which they forage at
�ower patches. In this module, foragers are super-individuals representing 100
identical foragers. The model is executed once per day, and the time step of the
simulation seems to be one minute. These last two parameters make di�cult its
adaptation to an agent-based model of the colony in the hive.

To conclude this section, we can draw one common characteristic from all
these models: they mostly agree on the nature of the hive's environment, made
up of nectar and pollen sources and the weather conditions.

3 The Ecosystem Module

The Ecosystem Module aims at simulating the foraging, at an agent's request,
according to the outside environment of the hive. As seen in section 2, two
important factors are needed to take into account and evaluate the ecosystem's
impact on the colony: a representation of the local climate, and the available



pollen and nectar sources at the current time of the year. These two factors
are each the target of a dedicated customizable module, the Weather and the
Sources Modules.

The trip conditions of foraging bees are strongly in�uenced [14] by (1) the
day's length: bees can forage only during daylight hours; and (2) the weather:
foraging bees can go outside the hive only when the temperature is above ap-
proximately 11°C, and when there is neither rain nor strong wind.

TheWeather Module tackles these aspects by, �rstly, approximating the time
of sunrise and sunset, and secondly, providing real weather data. These aspects
are customizable according to the current date and location. The weather data
come from the Open Data service (Synop) of the French national meteorological
service, Meteo France4. The Synop data are weather records for sixty-two sta-
tions in metropolitan France and Overseas territories of France, providing the
current temperature, humidity, cloudiness etc. From these records and the time
of the day, the Weather Module gives information on whether or not a foraging
bee is able to go outside the hive.

The Sources Module allows to represent the surrounding nectar and pollen
resources, their distance to the hive, their �owering duration and peak, and the
sugar concentration of the available nectar, if present. When running a simu-
lation, one can choose to generate a given number of random sources, and can
also con�gure the main local sources. For example, some of the known sources
around Brest, in France, and used in the experiment (see section 5), are: the
rape, that �owers from the 15th of April to the 15th of May, the bramble, from
the 15th of June to the 15th of July, but also the sweet chestnut, etc.

Each source is ruled by a source factor, giving the accessibility of the nectar
and/or pollen resources according to the date. The source factor (SF) is directly
inspired by the season factor of the HoPoMo model [12], and is thus de�ned by
the following normalized Gaussian function, where src is the source, nb is the
day's number of the year, d is the �owering duration and p its peak:

SF (src, nb) = 1− ( 1
d
4 ·

√
2·Π · exp(− (nb−p)2

2· d4
2 ))

Each source has also a pro�tability, computed from its distance to the hive,
the nectar's sugar concentration and the quantity of accessible resources. As sta-
ted in [15], this pro�tability will impact the recruitment of bees, according to
their perception of the colony's resources stocks (see section 4.1).

The �nal component of the Ecosystem Module is the Outside Agent, which is
the system's interface. We chose to design this interface as an agent to allow our
agent-based model to communicate with the Ecosystem Module. The commu-
nication protocol lies on the FIPA-ACL standards: a Forager Agent �rst sends
a request to the Outside Agent to forage at an aimed (ever by recruitment or
from its memory) source or at a source it must �rst discover. According to the

4 *https://donneespubliques.meteofrance.fr/



Weather and Sources Modules and the p_death and p_full_return probabilities
(see Table 2), the Outside Agent then either refuses to answer the request (be-
cause the Forager Agent died, or it has found no source), or accepts. In this latter
case, the Outside Agent communicates (1) the pollen and/or nectar quantity the
Forager Agent can bring back to the hive, (2) the nectar quality of the source
and (3), the travel time, in number of time steps of the simulation (see section
4.4), the Forager Agent has to wait for to simulate its trip.

4 The Agent-Based Model of Foraging Bees

As we focus here on the foraging activity, we only consider the foragers, putting
the other bees and the interactions with them aside, to be included in the future.
From literature and data gathered by the biologist partners, we thus model the
biological cycle of a Forager Agent, its behaviour, and the interactions with its
environment. These inputs have also been used to verify and calibrate the model.

4.1 Recruitment and Self-Organization Mechanisms

Recruitment and pro�tability are the prime notions on which an e�cient source
selection lays (as seen in section 2). To reproduce this self-organizing process,
we model the recruitment thanks to the following mechanisms:

� When coming back at the hive, the agent may communicate (dance) to
unemployed agents the pro�tability and the location of the source they have
found, according to:
• this pro�tability value;
• and their perception of the current state of the resources stock.

� The state of resources stock in the hive also weights the agent's decision to
follow a recruiter or not, and also the probabilities to go scouting (p_scout)
and to go on the dance �oor (p_dance�oor).

As presented in the section 5, the preliminary results show that these me-
chanisms seem su�cient to reproduce this self-organization in our model.

4.2 Environment

The Forager Agent's environment consists of the hive, the other agents and the
Outside Agent (see Table 1). We chose here a minimalist representation of the
hive, including only the values of the pollen and the nectar stock. We state that
this representation is currently su�cient to reproduce the self-organizing process
in the foraging activity, but, as said in the introduction, our objective includes
a complete spatial representation of the hive.

This choice of conception has two consequences. First, the consumption of
resources by the bees is simpli�ed and simulated according to the number of
bees (foragers, but also larva and other bees) in the hive. Secondly, in a real
hive, the perception by the bees of the resources stock's state is a complex



Table 1. Interaction table of the Forager Agent with its environment.

Interactions Forager Agent Hive Outside Agent

Forager Agent Recruitment Drop resources
Send a request
to go outside

Hive Stock perception
Pollen and Nectar

consumption
-

Outside Agent
Accept / Refuse

the request to go outside
- -

phenomena, only partially understood. In this model, this perception is thus
simpli�ed, computed by each bee from the stock quantities, with a random bias
to simulate its imprecision.

4.3 Forager Agent's Behaviour

Because of its simple graphical representation, the state chart presented in Fig.
1 has been the medium to enable an interdisciplinary discussion between biolo-
gists, beekeepers and computer scientists, in order to de�ne the Forager Agent's
behaviour. In addition to the interaction table and the table of probabilities and
parameters (Table 2), it shows a dynamic view of the agent's behaviour.

In Fig. 1, transitions between states are probabilities and/or conditions veri-
�ed at each time step by the agent. The Table 2 gives the values of the probabili-
ties used by the Outside Agent (p_full_return and p_death) and by the Forager
Agent. It also shows the values of the Forager Agent's parameters, which may
have a random deviation, in order to introduce variability between the agents.

The Forager Agent thus follows the behaviour de�ned by this state chart,
made of seven states. The most important states are:

� OnTheDanceFloor : this state is the crossroad of many transitions. The agent
can come from the Resting state, in order to either wait for to be recruited
by another agent or go outside as a scout (p_scout probability). The agent
can also come from outside, bringing back resources or not (FullReturn and
EmptyReturn states).

� WaitingForToBeRecruited : the agent is ready to receive a message from a
recruiting agent (Recruitment state). In this case, it assesses the pro�tability
of the conveyed source according to its biased perception of the colony's
resources stock. If the source seems pro�table enough, it will try to go outside
to forage at this aimed source. In other cases, and if the agent has waited
too long, it may also go scouting according to the p_scout probability.

� TripOutside: this state simulates the agent's trip outside the hive to bring
back resources. It is in this state that it communicates with the Outside
Agent and interacts with the Ecosystem Module.

� Recruitment : the agent, after a successful trip outside, goes back to the dance
�oor and may try to recruit (dance) other agents in the WaitingForToBeRe-

cruited state according to the pro�tability of the source and its perception



Resting

EmptyReturn

FullReturn

(Nectar Delivery and

Pollen Storage)

p_dancefloor

tired

tired || unabletired || unable

|| 1 - p_dancefloor

p_scout

1 - p_scout

p_death

p_full_return

1 - p_full_return

!(tired || unable)found_source

( found_source
! found_source &&

&& p_scout )( time_out

|| recruited

! recruited

Recruitment

OnTheDanceFloor

WaitingForToBeRecruited

"Trip" Outside

&& dance

&& ! dance ) ||

|| unable

Fig. 1. State chart of the Forager Agent behaviour.

of the colony's resources stock. A source may be pro�table (found_source)
but not enough regarding the stocks. When recruiting, it sends a message to
a nbr_bees_listening with the name of the source and its pro�tability, then
tries to go back outside to the same source if possible.

4.4 Implementation and Scheduling

The agent-based model and the Ecosystem Module have been implemented with
JADE [2] in Java. JADE provides communication mechanisms and a well-suited
architecture for our model: behaviours are independent of agents, and can be
added or removed following the evolution of the agent's speciality. JADE also
o�ers a FSMBehavior that allows to directly implement the state diagram and its
transitions. Finally, this choice of platform also lies on the necessity to implement
the model in a standard programming language to maximise code reliability and
make it more easily extendible.

Bees being asynchronous entities, as all living beings, we selected a chaotic
asynchronous scheduling, in which the agents are activated in a random manner
to avoid a bias in the simulation [9]. As we deal with agents, though, this activa-
tion consists in receiving a message from a Scheduler Agent. However, nothing
prevents the environment's scheduler (in our case, the Java Virtual Machine) to
favour some agents to make more actions than others. The agents thus have to
synchronize themselves at some point or another. This is done by introducing
the following policy in the agents' behaviour:



Table 2. Probabilities and parameters used by the Outside and the Forager Agents
. Each value is given according to the ratio simulation time step

real time
= 1

1000
. Probabilities

that can be weighted by the colony's resources stock are represented with a *.

Probability/Parameters Value Adapted from

Outside Agent

p_death 0.0108 [11]
p_full_return 0.43 when scouting [16]

0.93 when recruited [16]

Foraging duration [5.41; 11.37]min. for 650m [15]
Max. quantity in one trip:
- of nectar [14.6; 16]mg [7]
- of pollen 25mg [7]
Flight speed 1.29m.s−1 [15]
Nectar consumption in �ight 0.0083mg.m−1 [14]

Forager Agent

p_scout * 0.00825 [7]
p_dance�oor * 0.001 Deduced from calibration

max_outing_on_a_row [20; 30] trips in a row. [14]
min_go_out_temp 11°C +

−1 [14]
max_go_out_temp 40°C +

−1 [14]
nbr_bees_listening [0; 3] agents per dance [7]
wait_recruit_time 30min. Deduced from calibration

1. The Forager Agent waits for the Scheduler Agent's activation message;
2. After reception, it makes n actions;
3. Then, it informs the Scheduler Agent that it has done, and waits again for

an activation message.

For its part, the Scheduler Agent waits for all Forager Agents to be done
before sending a new activation message, leading to a synchronization of all the
agents. The smaller is the value of n, the greater will be the number of messages
exchanged. On the other hand, a too great n value can lead to great di�erences
between the number of actions done by the agents. These actions are de�ned
within the states introduced above, as steps that take in reality approximately
one second to be performed by the bee.

5 Experiments and Preliminary Results

We have conducted 3 experiments with our agent-based model and the Ecosy-
stem Module, each conducted under the conditions (local weather and sources)
of the last 3 years in Brest (Bretagne, France). The experiments run from the 1st
of March to the 1st of September of each year. Each experiment consists in 10
runs with the same weather and location of sources, and the same initial state:
500 foraging bees, and rather low resources stock. As the agent-based model does
not yet include the queen and the larva, the p_death probability is set to 0.



These �rst experiments aim at verify our model, by notably verifying the
following hypothesis:

- H1: The weather in�uences the outing of Forager Agents, as stated in [14];
- H2: Agents select the best available sources in the surroundings of the hive;
- H3: Finally, Forager Agents scouting represent an average number of around 10%

of the foraging force [14].

Fig. 2. Graph (a) on the top shows the average temperature per day of 2015 in Brest
(circles) and the minimum (dash-dotted line) and maximum (dashed line) averages.
Graph (b) shows the average �rst foraging hour per agent per day (circles), i.e. the
time of the day at which the agents go forage for the �rst time. Minimum (+) and
maximum (x) �rst foraging hour per day are also displayed. Graph (c) shows the
number of trips done by scouting agents (solid line) and recruiting agents (dashed line)
per day.

5.1 Preliminary Results

Fig. 2 �rst gives an overview of the in�uence of weather on the outing of Forager
Agents (H1). This is one run of the 2015 experiment. The �rst points on the



left of the graph (b) mean that there are some agents going out around 10 a.m.
(+), while the majority goes outside around 14 p.m. (circle), until 16 p.m. (x).
In early March for example, there are some days where the agents cannot go
outside at all because of the low temperature or the bad weather. Other days,
the average �rst foraging hour can be very early in the day (e.g. in June).

As we take a look at the recruitment mechanism, graph (c) shows a corre-
lation between the number of Forager Agents scouting outside (solid line) and
the recruited agents (dashed line). In early April for example, a new pro�table
source is discovered by scouts, and, as the weather allows the outing, they re-
cruit a great foraging force toward a source: almost 50% of the total foraging
force. This phenomena is explained by the colony's stock low level, that leads the
agents to go more easily on the dance �oor and to accept less pro�table sources.
The number of recruits thus rises as only a few scouts remain. These results are
found across all runs of the three experiments.

Based on the results over the three experiments, the average proportion of
scouts against the total number of Forager Agents (H3) is between 6% and
7%. As the stock is low, we expected to �nd a greater value (10%), so more
experiments are needed to investigate this point.

Fig. 3 shows the same particular run than the previous �gure, to illustrate
how the agents select the best available source. Graph (a) shows that, from the
60th to the 80th days, the source S1 (solid line) is the most pro�table. Then, a
second source S2 (dash-dotted line), shorter in duration, becomes the best source
for approximately 10 days. Finally, after a quick return of S1, a third source S3
(dashed line) takes over from the 95th day.

In the beginning of the run, the low temperature and the bad weather do not
allow the agents to e�ciently go forage, as we can see in graphs (b) and (c). Three
points of interest are then to be noticed. The �rst one is around the 75th day
(mid-March): scouting agents discover sources S1 and S2, and the recruitment
leads the agents to leave S2 for S1 after 3 days. The second interesting point is
about source S2, from the 81th to the 98th day, ignored by agents, whereas it is
the best available source at this moment. This can partly be explained by the
fact that scouting agents missed this source during this duration, maybe caused
by a too great concentration of agents on S1 at this time.

Finally, around the 97th day (early April), we �nd again the great recruitment
described earlier (see Fig. 2). At this point, agents foraging at sources S1 and
S2 progressively leave these sources for the third one (S3), as scouting agents
discover and communicate about this more pro�table source.

6 Conclusion and Perspectives

We presented in this article an agent-based model of foraging bees, and the
Ecosystem Module in relation with the Forager Agent's behaviour. This latter
module aims at connecting two environments of di�erent granularity and scales,
in time and space, and allows agents to navigate between them.



Preliminary results of �rst experiments verify the in�uence of the environ-
ment on the model, and show that the Forager Agent's behaviour successfully
reproduces recruitment, leading to a self-organizing process of the best availa-
ble sources' selection by the agents. These results are a �rst step toward the
veri�cation of our model, that more experiments are planned to ful�l.

The building of the complete agent-based model is currently in progress and
includes the de�nition of the behaviours of other roles and casts, such as the
Queen, the larva, etc. In order to formalize and model more complex pheno-
mena occurring within a colony, a spatially explicit hive and resources stock
representation is also a work in progress. Ultimately, more experiments con-
ducted on the enhanced agent-based model and the Ecosystem Module will be
needed to validate our model by comparing the results with colonies dynamics
data. Finally, allowing a user to interact locally with the bees involves to create a

Fig. 3.Graph (a) shows the pro�tability evolution of three sources between early March
and late April 2015. Graph (b) shows the number of trips per day outside the hive accor-
ding to the same sources displayed on graph (a). The third graph (c) is an enlargement
of (b).



virtual representation of the hive and to integrate visualization and interactions
with the colony, which have to be realistic, intuitive and ergonomic.
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